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Abstract: 

Through the study, the scientific concepts that have been used in the reception area, 

restaurants, restrooms, hotel and office building have been linked to a multi-purpose building 

through the application of the concepts and formation of cosmic architecture, which in turn 

mimics the nature of this building. 

1 - the use of technological elements simulate nature and the use of these elements to simulate 

the architecture of the universe. 

2 - Technological methods and the use of computer technology in the adaptation and 

formation of blocks both internal and external building to fit the composition of the 

architectural architecture of cosmic architecture internally and externally. 

3 - Study the concept of shape through the stages of history to take advantage of the 

architectural configuration of cosmic architecture. 

 4 - Study the characteristics of the architectural vacuum to achieve the relationship of the 

architectural composition of the minarets and domes and make use of them in the interior 

design. 

 5 - Study of the architectural block and how to study the architectural analysis of the 

architectural elements in order to achieve the idea of modernizing these elements and units to 

suit the technological development. 

 6 - Identification of solutions and formulations of multiple by careful consideration of the 

architectural form of cosmic architecture. 

7 - to draw the concept of value through the study of the formal values of cosmic architecture. 

8 - Through the consideration of the applied project, the researcher benefited from the study 

of the formal and technological values of cosmic architecture and applied to all places in the 

multi-purpose building. 
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